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RIGID MODULES AND SCHUR ROOTS
CHRISTOF GEISS, BERNARD LECLERC, AND JAN SCHRO¨ER
Abstract. Let C be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix with symmetri-
zer D and orientation Ω. In [GLS17] we constructed for any field F an F-algebra
H :“ HFpC,D,Ωq, defined in terms of a quiver with relations, such that the locally
freeH-modules behave in many aspects like representations of a hereditary algebrarH of the corresponding type. We define a Noetherian algebra pH over a power
series ring, which provides a direct link between the representation theory of H
and of rH . We define and study a reduction and a localization functor relating the
module categories of pH , rH and H . These are used to show that there are natural
bijections between the sets of isoclasses of tilting modules over the three algebraspH, rH and H . We show that the indecomposable rigid locally free H-modules are
parametrized, via their rank vectors, by the real Schur roots associated to pC,Ωq.
Moreover, the left finite bricks of H , in the sense of Asai, are parametrized, via
their dimension vectors, by the real Schur roots associated to pCT ,Ωq.
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1.1. Main results. Let I “ t1, 2, . . . , nu and C P ZIˆI be a generalized symmetriz-
able Cartan matrix with symmetrizer D “ diagppciqiPIq for some pciqiPI P ZIą0. Let
Ω Ă I ˆ I be an orientation of C (see [GLS17, Section 1.4]). Without loss of
generality we may assume that pi, jq P Ω implies i ă j for the natural ordering of I.
Let F be a field. In [GLS17] we introduced a finite-dimensional, 1-Iwanaga-
Gorenstein algebra H :“ HFpC,D,Ωq in terms of a quiver with relations, such that
the exact category replfpHq of locally free H-modules resembles in many aspects the
representation theory of a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra of type pC,Ωq. The
algebras H (and their associated generalized preprojective algebras, which were also
introduced in [GLS17]) provide a new framework relating the representation the-
ory of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras with the representation theory of quivers
with relations. (Such a framework was previously only available for the symmetric
case.)
We consider the Noetherian Frrǫss-algebra
pH :“ limÐÝ
k
HFpC, kD,Ωq
together with its canonical homomorphism to H and to the localization rH “ pHǫ.
Here ǫ is a certain central element of pH, and rH is a species over the field Fppǫqq. In
particular, rH is a finite-dimensional hereditary Fppǫqq-algebra. The algebras pH , H
and rH are related via the reduction functor
Red :“ H b pH ´ : replfp pHq Ñ replfpHq
and the localization functor
Loc :“ rH b pH ´ : replfp pHq Ñ repp rHq.
It turns out that pH is an Frrǫss-order in rH, and the pH-lattices are exactly the
locally free pH-modules. The representation theory of orders plays a central role in
the representation theory of finite groups, see for example Curtis and Reiner’s book
[CR81]. Note that unlike the classical situation, our ambient algebra rH is hereditary
and not semisimple. Let us also remark that the global dimension of pH is (with the
exception of some trivial cases) equal to 2.
The following is our first main result.
Theorem 1.1. The functors
replfp pHq Loc //
Red

repp rHq
replfpHq
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induce bijections
trigid locally free pH-modulesu{– //

trigid rH-modulesu{–
trigid locally free H-modulesu{– .
These bijections and their inverses preserve indecomposability. Furthermore, they
preserve tilting modules and induce isomorphisms
T p pHq //

T p rHq
T pHq
between the exchange graphs of support tilting pairs for the algebras pH, rH and H.
By [CK06] for the symmetric and [Ru15] (which is based on [Hu]) for the sym-
metrizable case, the exchange graph T p rHq is a categorical realization of the exchange
graph of an acyclic cluster algebra of type pC,Ωq (here pC,Ωq encodes an acyclic
valued quiver). Thus Theorem 1.1 provides a new class of such categorical realiza-
tions.
For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we use Demonet’s Lemma 6.2 which states that
τ -tilting H-modules are actually classical (in particular locally free) tilting modules.
Our result is similar to Crawley-Boevey’s classification of the rigid integral represen-
tations of a quiver [CB96]. However, the approach of [CB96] is based on exceptional
sequences and does not seem to work in our case.
For H “ HFpC,D,Ωq as above, the homological bilinear form descends to the
Grothendieck group K0preplfpHqq – ZI , see [GLS17, Section 4], giving it the struc-
ture of a generalized Cartan lattice
LpC,D,Ωq :“ `ZI , x´,´y, α˘
(in the sense of [HuK16]) with orthogonal exceptional sequence α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αnq.
Here, pαiqiPI is the standard coordinate basis of ZI and αi corresponds to the class
of the generalized simple Ei P replfpHq. The corresponding simple H-module is
denoted by Si. We refer to [GLS17] for the definition of Ei. In this context we write
rankHpMq for the class of a locally free H-module M in the above Grothendieck
group. It is easy to see that each generalized Cartan lattice is isomorphic to some
LpC,D,Ωq.
The generalized Cartan lattice LpC,D,Ωq comes with its Weyl group
W “ W pCq ă AutpZIq,
generated by the simple reflections si “ sαi with i P I, and a Coxeter element
s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn PW compatible with the orientation Ω. We can thus introduce the set of
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real roots
∆re “ ∆repCq :“
ď
iPI
Wαi Ă ZI
and the poset of non-crossing partitions
NCpC,Ωq :“ tw P W | 1 ď w ď s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ snu,
where ď denotes the absolute order on W (see below, Section 2). By a slight abuse
of notation we define the set of real Schur roots as
∆rSpC,Ωq :“ tα P ∆`re | sα P NCpC,Ωqu.
We can now state our second main result.
Theorem 1.2. For H “ HFpC,D,Ωq the following hold:
(a) M ÞÑ rankHpMq induces a bijection
tindecomposable rigid locally free H-modulesu{– // ∆rSpC,Ωq.
(b) If M P replfpHq is indecomposable rigid, then
EndHpMq – Frǫs{pǫciq
where ci “ xrankHpMq, rankHpMqy for some i P I. Moreover, M is free as
an EndHpMq-module.
(c) N ÞÑ dimpNq induces a bijection
tleft finite bricks in reppHqu{– // ∆rSpCT ,Ωq.
If A is a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra it is easy to see that the Grothen-
dieck group K0pAq of finite-dimensional A-modules equipped with the Euler bilinear
form, and an adequate ordering of the classes of the simple modules form a gener-
alized Cartan lattice together with an orthogonal exceptional sequence of the above
form. We say then, that A is of type pC,Ωq. In this setup the class of a module
is identified with its dimension vector. By results of Crawley-Boevey [CB93] and
Ringel [Rin94], this correspondence induces a bijection between the isoclasses of
indecomposable rigid A-modules and the set ∆rSpC,Ωq, see for example [HuK16,
Corollary 4.8]. However, in this situation the endomorphism ring of any indecom-
posable rigid A-module is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of some simple
A-module, which by Schur’s lemma is a finite-dimensional division algebra. This led
to the name Schur root for the above mentioned class of positive real roots.
Theorem 1.1 is used for the proof of Theorem 1.2(a),(b). We will see in Section 7.4
that Theorem 1.2(c) is an almost formal consequence of parts (a) and (b) in view
of [DIJ17, Theorem 4.1] and Demonet’s Lemma 6.2.
In case C is a Cartan matrix of finite type, Theorem 1.2 has a relatively easy
proof based on results in [GLS17]. Namely, in the finite type case, all positive roots
are real Schur roots and part (a) is [GLS17, Theorem 1.3]. Part (b) can be deduced
from the results in [GLS17] by elementary Auslander-Reiten and tilting theory.
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1.2. Structure of this article. Section 2 recalls some definitions and basic facts
on real Schur roots. In Section 3 we recall the definition and some basic properties
of the algebras H “ HFpC,D,Ωq. The species rH and the Noetherian algebra pH are
defined and studied in Section 4. There we also explain that pH is an Frrǫss-order inrH. Section 5 deals with a reduction functor replfp rHq Ñ replfpHq and a localization
functor replfp pHq Ñ repp rHq. We show that rigid locally free H-modules are up to
isomorphism determined by their rank vectors. The same section includes the proof
of the vertical bijection in Theorem 1.1. We also show that the horizontal map
in Theorem 1.1 is injective. The main result of Section 6 are isomorphisms of the
exchange graphs of tilting modules over the three algebras H , pH and rH. Section 7.1
finishes the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2(a). Theorem 1.2(b) is proved
in Section 7.3. As an easy consequence of (a) and (b), Theorem 1.2(c) is shown in
Section 7.4. Finally, Section 8 contains some examples.
1.3. Conventions. For an algebra A let reppAq denote the category of finitely gen-
erated left A-modules. If not indicated otherwise, by an A-module we mean a module
in reppAq. By a subcategory of reppAq we always mean a full additive subcategory.
For M P reppAq let addpMq be the subcategory of reppAq whose objects are iso-
morphic to the direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of M . The category
reppAq has the Krull-Remak-Schmidt property if each M P reppAq has a direct sum
decomposition M “ M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Mt such that EndApMiq is local for all i. As a
consequence, the modules Mi in this decomposition are uniquely determined up to
isomorphism and reordering. Let |M | be the number of isomorphism classes of in-
decomposable summands appearing in such a direct sum decomposition. Then M
is called basic if |M | “ t. Finally, an A-module M is rigid if Ext1ApM,Mq “ 0.
2. Schur roots
Following [GLS17, Section 4], the bilinear form
x´,´y : ZI ˆ ZI Ñ Z
of the generalized Cartan lattice LpC,D,Ωq mentioned in Section 1.1 is defined by
xαi, αjy “
$’&’%
ci if i “ j,
cicij if i ă j,
0 otherwise.
Here pαiqiPI denotes the standard basis of Zn. We consider the symmetrization
p´,´q : RI ˆ RI Ñ R
of x´,´y, which is defined by
pαi, αjq :“ xαi, αjy ` xαj, αiy “ αTi DCαj.
For each β P RI with pβ, βq ‰ 0 we define a reflection sβ P GLpRIq by
sβpuq :“ u´ 2pβ, uqpβ, βq β pu P R
Iq.
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Observe that sβ “ stβ for all t P Rzt0u. Let us abbreviate si :“ sαi pi P Iq for the
simple reflections, and observe that each si induces an automorphism of the lattice
Z
I since
sipαjq “ αj ´ cijαi pi, j P Iq.
Then W “ W pCq is the subgroup of GLpRIq which is generated by the simple
reflections, and the set of real roots is
∆repCq :“
ď
iPI
Wαi Ă ZI .
With
c :“ lcmppciqiPIq
we observe that D1 :“ diagppc{ciqiPIq is a symmetrizer of the transposed Cartan
matrix CT . To each real root β “ wpαjq is associated the real coroot
β_ :“ 2βpβ, βq “ wpα
_
j q.
Note that each w PW defines an automorphism of the lattice spanned by the simple
coroots since
sipα_j q “ α_j ´ cjiα_i pi, j P Iq.
Thus we have in particular
β_ Pà
iPI
Zα_i and sβ “ sβ_ “ w´1sjw PW.
For β P ∆repCq we define the scaled real corootrβ :“ ?cβ_.
Then we have
prαi, rαjq “ c
ci
cji.
The scaled simple coroots rαi can be regarded as the simple roots of the dual root
system associated with the generalized Cartan matrix CT . This allows us to identify
the set ∆repCT q of dual real roots with the set trβ | β P ∆repCqu. Clearly, we have
here W pCq “ W pCT q as a Coxeter group. For
β “
ÿ
iPI
biαi P ∆repCq Ă ZI ,
it is straightforward that
rβ “ÿ
iPI
2cibi
pβ, βqrαi Pà
iPI
Zrαi.
The absolute length lpwq of w P W is the minimal r ě 0 such that w can be
written as a product of reflections
w “ sβ1sβ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sβr with βi P ∆repCq.
The absolute order on W is defined as
u ď v ðñ lpuq ` lpu´1vq “ lpvq.
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Following [HuK16], we can now define the set of real Schur roots as
∆rSpC,Ωq :“ tβ P ∆repCq | sβ ď s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ snu.
By the above discussion we can identify the Cartan lattice LpCT , D1,Ωq with
‘iPIZrαi, and the map β ÞÑ rβ is a bijection ∆repCq Ñ ∆repCT q which restricts to a
bijection ∆rSpC,Ωq Ñ ∆rSpCT ,Ωq.
Remark 2.1. A complete real exceptional sequence is a sequence pβ1, β2, . . . , βnq of
real roots such that xβi, βjy “ 0 for i ą j.
Recall that the braid group Bn is defined by generators σ1, . . . , σn´1 with relations
σiσj “ σjσi for |i´ j| ě 2 and σiσi`1σi “ σi`1σiσi`1 for 1 ď i ď n´ 2.
The braid group Bn acts on the set of complete real exceptional sequences via
σipβ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βnq “ pβ1, . . . , βi´1, sβipβi`1q, βi, βi`2, . . . , βnq.
In fact, the semidirect product t˘1un ¸ Bn of the sign group with the braid group
acts transitively on the set of all complete real exceptional sequences. The set of
real Schur roots ∆rSpC,Ωq can be described alternatively as the set of positive roots
which appear in some complete real exceptional sequence, see [HuK16].
3. Algebras associated with Cartan matrices
3.1. Combinatorics of symmetrizable Cartan matrices. Let c :“ lcmppciqiPIq
and recall the following notations from [GLS17, Section 1.4]: For pi, jq P I ˆ I with
cij ă 0 we define natural numbers
gij :“ gcdp´cij ,´cjiq, fij :“ ´cij{gij, kij :“ gcdpci, cjq, lij “ lcmpci, cjq.
Thus we have
gij “ gji, kij “ kji, ci “ kijfji, lij “ cicj{kij .
For later use we record the following elementary facts:
‚ For a, b P Zą0 we have
Za ` Zb “ Z gcdpa, bq and Na` Nb Ą
ˆ
N` lcmpa, bq
gcdpa, bq
˙
gcdpa, bq.
‚ On the other hand,
lcmp c
ci
,
c
cj
q “ c
gcdpci, cjq and gcdp
c
ci
,
c
cj
q “ c
lcmpci, cjq .
We deduce immediately the following result:
Lemma 3.1. With the above notation we have
Z
1
ci
` Z 1
cj
“ Z 1
lcmpci, cjq and N
1
ci
` N 1
cj
Ą
ˆ
N` lcmpci, cjq
gcdpci, cjq
˙
1
lcmpci, cjq .
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3.2. The algebras HFpC,D,Ωq. We set
Hi :“ Frεis{pεcii q
for i P I. If pi, jq P Ω we define the cyclic Hi-Hj-bimodule iH 1j with generator αij
by the relation
ε
fji
i αij “ αijεfijj .
Thus iH
1
j is free of rank fij as a left Hi-module and free of rank fji as a right
Hj-module. Then we set
iHj :“ piH 1jqgij
and define
S :“
ź
iPI
Hi and B :“
à
pi,jqPΩ
iHj
Note that B is naturally an S-S-bimodule. So we can define the tensor algebra
H :“ HFpC,D,Ωq :“ TSpBq.
We introduced and studied the algebras H in [GLS17]. More precisely, we defined
them there via quivers with relations and then proved that they are isomorphic to
TSpBq, see [GLS17, Proposition 6.4].
Thus, an H-module M can be described as a tuple
pM, pMijqpi,jqPΩq with M “ pMiqiPI P reppSq, and Mij P HomHipiHj bHj Mj ,Miq.
We say that M is locally free if M is a projective S-module, or equivalently if each
Mi is a free Hi-module. In this case we write
rankHpMq :“ prankHipMiqqiPI .
Note that for example if pi, jq, pj, kq P Ω, then iHj bHj jHk is an Hi-Hk-bimodule,
which is free of rank |cijcjk| as a left Hi-module, and free of rank |cjickj| as a right
Hk-module. Along this line it is easy to see that the H-modules HH and HDH
are locally free. It follows that the category replfpHq of locally free H-modules is
an exact category with enough projectives and injectives. From the definition of H
as the tensor algebra TSpBq and the fact that B is projective as a right and left
S-module we obtain a short exact sequence of H-H-bimodules
0Ñ H bS B bS H Ñ H bS H Ñ H Ñ 0,
where each term is projective as a left H-module and as right H-module. It yields
a functorial projective resolution for all locally free H-modules. On the other hand
it is easy to see that only locally free modules can have finite projective dimension.
Now it is easy to derive the following result. The next result is proved in [GLS17,
Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 4.1].
Proposition 3.2. For M,N P reppHq we have:
(a) M is locally free ðñ proj. dimpMq ď 1 ðñ proj. dimpMq ă 8.
(b) N is locally free ðñ inj. dimpNq ď 1 ðñ inj. dimpNq ă 8.
(c) If M and N are locally free we have
dimFHomHpM,Nq ´ dimF Ext1HpM,Nq “ xrankHpMq, rankHpNqy.
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Remark 3.3. We observed in the proof of [GLS18, Proposition 3.2] that for F
algebraically closed there exists at most one isomorphism class of rigid locally free
H-modules with a given rank vector. However, it is easy to extend this result to
any field F by a weak version of the Noether-Deuring Theorem. Namely, if F Ď G
is a field extension, we have a natural isomorphism
HG :“ HGpC,D,Ωq – H bF G.
Thus, HG, viewed as an H-H-bimodule, has a canonical direct summand isomorphic
to H . It follows, that for any H-module M the natural monomorphism
M Ñ M bF G
m ÞÑ mb 1
of H-modules splits. The H-module M bF G is isomorphic to a (possibly infinite)
direct sum of copies of M . As a consequence, if M,N P reppHq are such that
M bF G – N bF G
as HG-modules, then M – N as H-modules. Here we are using the Krull-Remak-
Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem, see for example Facchini’s book [F12].
Now, if we take for G the algebraic closure of F, and M,N P replfpHq rigid
modules with rankHpMq “ rankHpNq, we get that M bF G and N bF G are rigid
HG-modules with
rankHGpM bF Gq “ rankHGpN bF Gq.
By our observation from [GLS18] we conclude that
M bF G – N bF G
as HG-modules, and thus M – N .
4. Species and completions
4.1. Standard species over the field of Laurent series Fppǫqq. The following is
very similar to the standard construction of species over finite fields.
We fix an indeterminate which we denote by ǫ1{c. All constructions will take
place in the ambient field Fppǫ1{cqq of formal Laurent series. Write ǫ :“ pǫ1{cqc. We
consider the degree c field extension Fppǫqq Ď Fppǫ1{cqq of formal Laurent series. More
generally, for each positive divisor k of c, we set
ǫ1{k :“ pǫ1{cqc{k P Fppǫ1{cqq.
Moreover we abbreviate
ǫi :“ ǫ1{ci
for i P I.
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In particular, the field extension Fppǫqq Ď Fppǫiqq has degree ci. For pi, jq P Ω we
have the following diagram of field extensions:
Fppǫi, ǫjqq “ Fppǫ1{lij qq
Fppǫiqq
fij
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
fji ◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
Fppǫjqq
fji
◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
Fppǫiqq X Fppǫjqq
kij
fij
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
“ Fppǫ1{kij qq
Fppǫqq
Observe that Fppǫi, ǫjqq “ Fppǫ1{lij qq by the first statement of Lemma 3.1. The claims
about the degrees follow, since ǫ
fji
i “ ǫfijj “ ǫ1{kij . Now we set
rS :“ź
iPI
Fppǫiqq and i rHj :“ pFppǫi, ǫjqqqgij .
In particular, i rHj is an Fppǫiqq-Fppǫjqq-bimodule, which is free of rank |cij | as a left
Fppǫiqq-module and free of rank |cji| as a right Fppǫjqq-module, for pi, jq P Ω. Finally,
we define the tensor algebra
rH :“ rHFppǫqqpC,D,Ωq :“ TrS
˜ à
pi,jqPΩ
i
rHj¸ .
Then rH is a finite-dimensional hereditary Fppǫqq-algebra. If C is connected and D is
the minimal symmetrizer of C, the center of rH is Fppǫqq, otherwise the center may
be strictly larger than Fppǫqq. It is easy to see that the generalized Cartan lattice
of the hereditary algebra rH is isomorphic to LpC,D,Ωq. (Each finite-dimensional
hereditary F-algebra gives rise to a generalized Cartan lattice, compare [HuK16,
Section 4].)
4.2. Integral form of the species rH. We study now intermediate rings in the
extension Frrǫss Ď Frrǫ1{css of formal power series rings. We think of Frrǫ1{css as the
ring of integers of the field Fppǫ1{cqq and observe that ǫ1{k P Frrǫ1{css for each positive
divisor k of c. Note that Frrǫiss is free of rank ci as an Frrǫss-module. Similarly to the
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previous section, we obtain the following diagram for each pi, jq P Ω:
Frrǫ1{lij ss
Frrǫi, ǫjss
?
fin.codim
OO
Frrǫiss
fij
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
fji ▼▼
▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Frrǫjss
fji
◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
Frrǫiss X Frrǫjss
kij
fij
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
“ Frrǫ1{kij ss
Frrǫss
Here, an edge
B
d
A
stands for an inclusion A Ă B of rings such that B is free of rank d as an A-module.
As in Section 4.1, the claims follow easily from the equation ǫ
fji
i “ ǫfijj “ ǫ1{kij . The
subring
Frrǫi, ǫjss Ď Frrǫ1{lij ss
has finite codimension over F by the second statement of Lemma 3.1. In particular
we obtain, after localizing with respect to ǫ, the identity
Frrǫi, ǫjssǫ “ Frrǫ1{lij ssǫ “ Fppǫ1{lij qq.
Now we set pS :“ź
iPI
Frrǫiss and i pHj :“ pFrrǫi, ǫjssqgij .
We regard pS as an Frrǫss-algebra by mapping ǫ to the tuple pǫcii qiPI . Let pHi :“ Frrǫiss.
Then i pHj is an pHi- pHj-bimodule, which is free of rank |cij| as a left pHi-module and
free of rank |cji| as a right pHj-module, for pi, jq P Ω. Finally, we define the tensor
algebra
pH :“ pHFrrǫsspC,D,Ωq :“ TpS
˜ à
pi,jqPΩ
i
pHj¸ ,
which is an Frrǫss-algebra.
Similarly to the situation for H , an pH-module M can be described as a tuple
pM, pMijqpi,jqPΩq
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with
M “ pMiqiPI P repppSq and Mij P HomFrrεisspi pHj b pHj Mj ,Miq.
We say that M P repp pHq is locally free if Mi is free as an pHi-module for all i P I.
Let pHǫ “ pH bFrrǫss Fppǫqq
be the localization of pH at ǫ.
Proposition 4.1. The algebra pH “ pHFrrǫsspC,D,Ωq has the following properties:
(a) The pH-module pH pH is locally free.
(b) Frrǫss Ď Zp pHq and pH is free of finite rank as an Frrǫss-module.
(c) We have pHǫ – rH.
(d) We have pH{pǫk pHq – HFpC, kD,Ωq
for all k P Zą0. Thus
limÐÝ
k
HFpC, kD,Ωq – pH.
(e) The decomposition 1 pS “ řiPI ei of 1 pS into orthogonal primitive idempotents
lifts via pS ãÑ pH to 1 pH “ řiPI ei, which is also a decomposition into primitive
orthogonal idempotents, such that ei pHei “ Frrǫiss.
Proof. (a) follows, similarly to the situation for H , from the following observation:
If pi1, i2q, pi2, i3q, . . . pil, il`1q P Ω then the Frrǫi1ss-Frrǫil`1ss-bimodule
i1
pHi2 bFrrǫi2 ss i2 pHi3 bFrrǫi3 ss ¨ ¨ ¨ bFrrǫil ss il pHil`1
is free of rank
ˇˇ
ci1,i2 ¨ ci2,i3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ cil,il`1
ˇˇ
, since i pHj is free of rank ´cij as a left Frrǫiss-
module when pi, jq P Ω.
Recall that pi, jq P Ω implies by our convention i ă j. Thus there are only finitely
many sequences i1, i2, . . . , il, il`1 in I such that pi1, i2q, pi2, i3q, . . . , pil, il`1q P Ω.
For (b) we observe, that by construction ǫ P Zp pHq. Now, the rest of (b) follows
from (a) since Frrǫiss, viewed as an Frrǫss-module, is free of rank ci for all i P I.
Next, the localization Frrǫssǫ is obviously FracpFrrǫssq “ Fppǫqq, the field of Laurent
series, and Frrǫissǫ is a commutative Fppǫqq-algebra of dimension ci without zero-
divisors. Thus, Fppǫqq Ď Frrǫissǫ is a field extension of degree ci. Since ǫcii “ ǫ we
conclude that Frrǫissε “ Fppǫiqq and pSǫ “ rS. Now it is clear from the constructions
that we have a natural identification of rS-rS-bimodules˜ à
pi,jqPΩ
i
pHj¸
ǫ
“ à
pi,jqPΩ
i
rHj ,
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which shows (c).
In order to show (d), we proceed similarly. Note first that obviouslypS{pǫq –ź
iPI
Frεis{pεcii q,
where the isomorphism sends ǫi ` pǫq to εi ` pεcii q. Next, recalling the definition of
iH
1
j from Section 3 we observe that Frrǫ1{lij ss{pǫq is under 1 ÞÑ αij isomorphic to iH 1j
as an Frεis{pεcii q-Frεjs{pεcjj q-bimodule. This shows that pH{pǫ pHq – H . The proof
that pH{pǫk pHq – HFpC, kD,Ωq
is similar. Finally, by part (b), pH is complete in the ǫ-adic topology, and thuspH – limÐÝ
k
pH{pǫk pHq.
Part (e) is obvious. 
Remark 4.2. By Proposition 4.1(b), pH is a Noetherian algebra over the complete
local ring Frrǫss, in the sense of Auslander. In particular, pH is a semiperfect ring.
For any M P repp pHq the ring End pHpMq is Noetherian and semiperfect, and M is
indecomposable if and only if End pHpMq is local. It follows that repp pHq has the
Krull-Remak-Schmidt property, see the beginning of Section 5 in [Aus78].
Proposition 4.3. (a) For locally free pH-modules we have a standard projective
resolution. In particular, M P replfp pHq implies proj. dimpMq ď 1.
(b) Each submodule of a locally free pH-module is again locally free.
(c) gl. dimp pHq “ 2 if C ‰ diagp2, 2, . . . , 2q, otherwise gl. dimp pHq “ 1.
Proof. By the description of pH as TpSp pBq forpB :“ à
pi,jqPΩ
pFrrǫi, ǫjssqgij
we obtain, as in the case of H , a short exact sequence of pH- pH-bimodules
0Ñ pH b pS pB b pS pH Ñ pH b pS pH Ñ pH Ñ 0
with each term projective as a left pH-module and as a right pH-module. This yields
for each locally free pH-module M a functorial projective resolution
0Ñ pH b pS pB b pS M Ñ pH b pS M ÑM Ñ 0.
In particular, we have proj. dimpMq ď 1. Thus (a) is proved.
Since Frrǫiss is a (local) principal ideal domain, each submodule of a free Frrǫiss-
module is again free. In other words, each submodule of a projective pS-module is
again projective. Thus, in particular each submodule of a locally free pH-module is
locally free. This proves (b).
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Finally, pH is locally free as a left pH-module by Proposition 4.1(a). Thus, for
each left ideal I ď pH we have proj. dim pHpIq ď 1 by parts (a) and (b). By [Aus55,
Theorem 1] this implies gl. dimp pHq ď 2.
Note that C ­“ diagp2, . . . , 2q if and only if Ω ­“ H. In this case, let pi, jq P Ω.
Then one checks easily that proj. dimpSjq “ 2 and therefore gl. dimp pHq “ 2. (Here
Sj is the simple pH-module associated with j.) For C “ diagp2, . . . , 2q we havepH – pS and therefore gl. dimp pHq “ 1. This finishes the proof of (c). 
Note however, that the simple rH-module S1, which is not locally free, has also
proj. dimpS1q “ 1. We will see later that partial tilting pH-modules are locally free.
Lemma 4.4. For M P repp pHq the following are equivalent:
(a) M is locally free;
(b) M is free as an Frrǫss-module.
Proof. By definitionM is locally free if and only ifM is a projective pS-module. Now
Frrǫss is a subalgebra of pS and all projective pS-modules are free Frrǫss-modules. This
yields the result. 
4.3. Orders, lattices and locally free modules. We repeat some definitions
from the theory of orders and lattices over orders. For more details we refer for
example to [CR81, Chapter 3].
Let
R :“ Frrǫss and K :“ Fppǫqq.
An R-lattice is a finitely generated projective R-module. Thus (since we do not work
with arbitrary Dedekind domains R as in [CR81]), an R-lattice is a free R-module
of finite rank.
An R-order is a ring Λ such that the following hold:
(i) The center ZpΛq of Λ contains R;
(ii) Λ is an R-lattice.
Now let A be a finite-dimensional K-algebra. An R-order in A is a subring Λ of
A such that the following hold:
(i) Λ is an R-order;
(ii) Λ generates A as a K-vector space.
Now let Λ be an R-order in a K-algebra A. A Λ-lattice is a Λ-module, which is
an R-lattice.
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Proposition 4.5. The algebra pH is an R-order in the K-algebra rH. Furthermore,
for M P repp pHq the following are equivalent:
(a) M is an pH-lattice;
(b) M is locally free.
Proof. The first part follows from the definitions. By definition M is an pH-lattice if
and only if M is free as an R-module. Now the result follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.6. Let M P repp pHq and N P replfp pHq. Then Hom pHpM,Nq is free as an
R-module.
Proof. Since R is a subalgebra of the center Zp pHq of pH, we get that M “ pHMR is
an pH-R-bimodule. This turns Hom pHpM,Nq into an R-module.
Next, let pHei be an indecomposable projective pH-module. Then there is an R-
module isomorphism Hom pHp pHei, Nq – eiN defined by f ÞÑ fpeiq. It follows that
Hom pHp pHei, Nq is a free R-module of finite rank. (Here we used that N is locally
free.) By the additivity of Hom-functors, we get that Hom pHpP,Nq is a free R-module
of finite rank for all finitely generated projective pH-modules P .
Let P0 Ñ M be a projective cover of M . Appyling Hom pHp´, Nq gives an exact
sequence
0Ñ Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ Hom pHpP0, Nq.
We know already that Hom pHpP0, Nq is free of finite rank as an R-module. So
Hom pHpM,Nq is a submodule of a free R-module and is therefore also free as an
R-module. 
5. Reduction and localization functors
5.1. Definitions and first properties. For the rest of the paper we set
R :“ Frrǫss and K :“ Fppǫqq.
By Proposition 4.1 we have two canonical homomorphisms
pHRpC,D,Ωq   ι //
π

rHKpC,D,Ωq
HFpC,D,Ωq
of F-algebras. In particular we can view H as an H- pH-bimodule and rH as an rH- pH-
bimodule. It is easy to see that the full subcategory of locally free pH-modules,
replfp pHq, is an exact subcategory of repp pHq. Via restrictions of the tensor product
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functors we obtain the reduction functor
Red: replfp pHq Ñ replfpHq
M ÞÑ H b pH M
and the localization functor
Loc: replfp pHq Ñ repp rHq
M ÞÑ rH b pH M.
We have the identifications
RedpMq “ M¯ :“M{pǫMq and LocpMq “Mǫ,
where Mǫ is the localization with respect to ǫ P Zp pHq.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that M P replfp pHq. Then
rank pHpMq “ rankHpRedpMqq “ dimpLocpMqq.
Proof. Let M “ ppMiqiPI , pMijqpi,jqPΩq P replfp pHq. Then
RedpMq “ ppS b pS MiqiPI , pS b pS Mijqpi,jqPΩq
and
LocpMq “ pprS b pS MiqiPI , prS b pS Mijqpi,jqPΩq.
We have
S b pS Mi – Frεis{pεcii q bFrrǫiss Mi,
where Frεis{pεcii q is regarded as an Frrǫiss-module via ǫi ÞÑ εi ` pεcii q. This is a free
Frεis{pεcii q-module whose rank is rankpMiq. It follows that
rank pHpMq “ rankHpRedpMqq.
Furthermore, we have rS b pS Mi – Fppǫiqq bFrrǫiss Mi.
This is an Fppǫiqq-vector space of dimension rank pHipMiq. It follows that
rank pHpMq “ dimpLocpMqq.

Lemma 5.2. The functors Red and Loc are exact.
Proof. Being tensor functors, both Red and Loc are right exact. The exactness
follows now from Lemma 5.1 due to dimension reasons. 
Lemma 5.3. Red and Loc induce bijections
tprojective pH-modulesu{– //

tprojective rH-modulesu{–
tprojective H-modulesu{– .
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Proof. We have
Redp pHeiq “ p pHeiq{pǫ pHeiq – Hei and Locp pHeiq “ p pHeiqǫ – rHei.
Now the result follows by additivity. 
Lemma 5.4. The functors Red and Loc are dense.
Proof. Let M “ ppMiqiPI , pMijqpi,jqPΩq P replfpHq. We can assume that for each i we
have Mi “ Hmii for some mi ě 0. Then the Hi-linear map Mij : iHj bHj Hmjj Ñ
Hmii can be lifted to an
pHi-linear map xMij : i pHj b pHj pHmjj Ñ pHmii . This yields a
representation xM P replfp pHq with RedpxMq –M . Thus Red is dense.
On the other hand, the denseness of Loc is a special case of [CR81, Proposi-
tion 23.16]. 
5.2. Example. Consider
C “
ˆ
2 ´1
´1 2
˙
, D “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
and Ω “ tp1, 2qu. Thus, pHRpC,D,Ωq is isomorphic to the completed path algebra
over the field F of the quiver with relations
1ǫ1 88 2
αoo ǫ2ff and ǫ1α ´ αǫ2,
whilst rHKpC,D,Ωq is the path algebra over the field K of the quiver 1 2αoo ,
and HFpC,D,Ωq is the path algebra over F for the same quiver. Now, a locally freepH-module M of rank p1, 1q is determined precisely by an element m P Frrǫ1ss, which
defines the “structure map” in
HomFrrǫ1ssp1 pH2 bFrrǫ2ss Frrǫ2ss,Frrǫ1ssq
where
1
pH2 bFrrǫ2ss Frrǫ2ss – Frrǫ1ss
as Frrǫ1ss-modules. In this sense the ǫk1 with k ě 0 represent the isoclasses of indecom-
posable pH-modules with rank p1, 1q. Let Mpkq be the indecomposable pH-module
represented by ǫk1. Note thatMpkq is projective if and only if k “ 0. Now LocpMpkqq
is isomorphic to the projective rH-module rHe2 for all k ě 0. On the other hand, we
have
RedpMpkqq –
#
He2 if k “ 0,
E1 ‘ E2 otherwise.
(Note that in this example we have Ei “ Si for i “ 1, 2.)
The above example shows the following:
‚ Neither Red nor Loc respects isomorphism classes of modules.
‚ Red does not preserve indecomposability. (To see this, take RedpMpkqq for
k ě 1.)
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‚ Loc might map a non-rigid module to a rigid module. (Take LocpMpkqq for
k ě 1.)
‚ Neither Red nor Loc is full. (Take End pHpMpkqq Ñ EndHpRedpMpkqqq for
k ě 1 and take any End pHpMpkqq Ñ End rHpLocpMpkqqq.)
‚ Red is not faithful. (Take any End pHpMpkqq Ñ EndHpRedpMpkqqq.)
‚ In view of Lemma 4.6 let us remark that there areM,N P replfp pHq such that
Ext1pHpM,Nq is not free as an R-module. (For example, takeM “ N “Mp1q.
In this case, one easily checks that dimF Ext
1pHpM,Mq “ 1. So Ext1pHpM,Mq
cannot be a free R-module.)
5.3. Properties of the reduction functor.
Lemma 5.5. Let M,N P replfp pHq, and let
0Ñ P1 Ñ P0 ÑM Ñ 0
be a projective resolution of M . This yields a projective resolution
0Ñ P¯1 Ñ P¯0 Ñ M¯ Ñ 0
of M¯ and a commutative diagram
0 // Hom pHpM,Nq //
RedM,N

Hom pHpP0, Nq //
RedP0,N
Hom pHpP1, Nq //
RedP1,N
Ext1pHpM,Nq //
Red
1
M,N
0
0 // HomHpM¯, N¯q // HomHpP¯0, N¯q // HomHpP¯1, N¯q // Ext1HpM¯, N¯q // 0
of R-linear natural maps with exact rows. Furthermore, the following hold:
(a) RedP0,N , RedP1,N and Red
1
M,N are surjective.
(b) If Ext1HpM¯, N¯q “ 0, then Ext1pHpM,Nq “ 0 and RedM,N is surjective.
(c) Ext1pHpM,Nq “ 0 if and only if Ext1HpM¯, N¯q “ 0.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of [GLS18, Proposition 2.2(c),(d)].

Corollary 5.6. For M P replfp pHq the following are equivalent:
(a) M is rigid;
(b) RedpMq is rigid.
Corollary 5.7. Let M P replfp pHq be rigid. Then
EndHpRedpMqq – End pHpMq{pǫEnd pHpMqq.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5(b) there is a surjective R-algebra homomorphism
RedM,M : End pHpMq Ñ EndHpRedpMqq.
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By construction we have
KerpRedM,Mq “ ǫEnd pHpMq.
The result follows. 
Lemma 5.8. For M,N P replfp pHq the natural map
Red1M,N : FbR Ext1pHpM,Nq Ñ Ext1HpRedpMq,RedpNqq
is an isomorphism of F-vector spaces.
Proof. As in Lemma 5.5 there is an exact sequence
0Ñ Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ Hom pHpP0, Nq Ñ Hom pHpP1, Nq Ñ Ext1pHpM,Nq Ñ 0.
Since F is not flat as an R-module, we can only use the right exactness of tensor
product functors to obtain an exact sequence
FbR Hom pHpP0, Nq Ñ FbR Hom pHpP1, Nq Ñ FbR Ext1pHpM,Nq Ñ 0. (1)
It is straightforward to check that there is a natural isomorphism
FbR Hom pHpPi, Nq – HomHpRedpPiq,RedpNqq
of F-vector spaces for i “ 0, 1. (Here one uses that for an indecomposable pH-modulepHei we have Redp pHeiq – Hei.) Using the exact sequence (1) and the commutative
diagram in Lemma 5.5 yields a natural isomorphism
FbR Ext1pHpM,Nq – Ext1HpRedpMq,RedpNqq.

Lemma 5.9. Red maps indecomposable rigid modules to indecomposable rigid mod-
ules.
Proof. Let M P replfp pHq be indecomposable rigid. Then End pHpMq is a local ring,
since repp pHq is a Krull-Remak-Schmidt category. Now Lemma 5.5(b) implies that
EndHpRedpMqq is isomorphic to a factor ring of End pHpMq. Thus EndHpRedpMqq
is also local, which implies that RedpMq is indecomposable. We know already from
Corollary 5.6 that Red preserves rigidity. 
Lemma 5.10. Let M,N P replfp pHq with Ext1pHpM,Nq “ 0. Then the natural map
RedM,N : FbR Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ HomHpRedpMq,RedpNqq
is an isomorphism of F-vector spaces.
Proof. We know from Lemma 4.6 that Hom pHpM,Nq is a free R-module. It is
straightforward to check that its rank is
h :“ xrank pHpMq, rank pHpNqy.
By Lemma 5.5(c) we have moreover Ext1HpRedpMq,RedpNqq “ 0. Thus we have
h “ dimFHompRedpMq,RedpNqq
which implies the claim for dimension reasons. 
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Proposition 5.11. If M,N P replfp pHq are rigid with rank pHpMq “ rank pHpNq, then
M – N .
Proof. The H-modules RedpMq and RedpNq are rigid and locally free with
rankHpRedpMqq “ rankHpRedpNqq
by Lemma 5.5(c). Thus, RedpMq – RedpNq by Remark 3.3, and again by Lemma 5.5(c)
we have Ext1pHpM,Nq “ 0. Thus by Lemma 5.10, the map
RedM,N : FbR Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ HomHpRedpMq,RedpNqq
is surjective. So, if ϕ P HomHpRedpMq,RedpNqq is an isomorphism, we can findpϕ P Hom pHpM,Nq with
RedM,Np1b pϕq “ ϕ.
Then pϕ is the requested isomorphism. In fact, we have ϕ “ pϕiqiPI . After choosing
bases, we may think of ϕi as an element in MatmiˆmipFrεis{pεcii qq. Similarly, we have
then pϕ “ ppϕiqiPI with pϕi P MatmiˆmipFrrǫissq for all i P I. Since Frεis{pεcii q and Frrǫiss
are both local rings with residue field F, ϕi resp. pϕi are invertible if and only if their
respective reductions modulo εi and ǫi in MatmiˆmipFq are invertible. Moreover,
since pϕ is the lift of ϕ, those reductions must coincide for all i P I. 
Proposition 5.12. Red induces a bijection
trigid locally free pH-modulesu{–
Red

trigid locally free H-modulesu{– .
This bijection and its inverse preserve indecomposability.
Proof. Thanks to Corollary 5.6, Red induces a well defined map between the re-
spective isoclasses of rigid locally free modules. Now Lemma 5.1 combined with
Proposition 5.11 implies that this map is injective. Combining Lemma 5.4 and
Corollary 5.6 we get that the map is surjective. This yields the desired bijection.
By Lemma 5.9, the functor Red maps indecomposable rigids to indecomposable
rigids. Now the Krull-Remak-Schmidt property for repp pHq and reppHq together
with the additivity of Red implies that the inverse of the bijection also preserves
indecomposability. 
5.4. Properties of the localization functor.
Lemma 5.13. For M,N P replfp pHq the natural maps
LocM,N : K bR Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ Hom rHpLocpMq,LocpNqq
and
Loc1M,N : K bR Ext1pHpM,Nq Ñ Ext1rHpLocpMq,LocpNqq
are isomorphisms of K-vector spaces.
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Proof. The field K is flat as an R-module. Now the result is just a special case of
the Change of Rings Theorem, see for example [CR81, Theorem 8.16]. 
Corollary 5.14. Loc preserves rigidity.
Corollary 5.15. Loc is faithful.
Proof. For M,N P replfp pHq we get an injective map
Hom pHpM,Nq Ñ K bR Hom pHpM,Nq
f ÞÑ 1b f,
since R can be seen as a subring of K and since Hom pHpM,Nq is a free R-module
by Lemma 4.6. Now the result follows from the first part of Lemma 5.13. 
We need the following straightforward lemma.
Lemma 5.16. Let A “ Rm and Aε “ Km. Then V ÞÑ Vε and U X A Ð [ U define
mutually inverse bijections
tdirect summands of the R-module Au Ø tsubspaces of the K-vector space Aεu.
Lemma 5.17. Loc preserves indecomposability.
Proof. Let M P replfp pHq be indecomposable. The finite-dimensional K-algebra
End rHpLocpMqq can be identified with the localization
Eǫ :“ K bR E
of E :“ End pHpMq. By Lemma 5.16 a non-trivial decomposition
Eǫ “ I1 ‘ I2
of Eε-modules would yield a similar decomposition of E, which is impossible. It
follows that Eǫ is also local. This implies that LocpMq is indecomposable. 
Proposition 5.18. Loc induces an injection
trigid locally free pH-modulesu{– Loc // trigid rH-modulesu{– .
This injection preserves indecomposability.
Proof. The functor Loc preserves rigidity by Corollary 5.14, thus Loc induces a well
defined map between the mentioned isoclasses. Now Lemma 5.1 combined with
Proposition 5.11 yields the desired injection.
By Lemma 5.17, the functor Loc preserves indecomposability. 
At this stage we can only show that the map from Proposition 5.18 is injective.
The surjectivity of this map will be proved in Section 6.
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6. Partial tilting modules and exchange graphs
6.1. Tilting and τ-tilting pairs. Let A be a Noetherian algebra over a field. We
recall some definitions and results from tilting and τ -tilting theory.
A finitely generated A-module T is a (classical) tilting module if the following
hold:
(i) proj. dimpT q ď 1;
(ii) T is rigid, i.e. Ext1ApT, T q “ 0;
(iii) There exists a short exact sequence
0Ñ AÑ T 1 Ñ T 2 Ñ 0
with T 1, T 2 P addpT q.
Moreover, T is a (classical) partial tilting module if the conditions (i) and (ii) hold.
Assume from now on that A is finite-dimensional.
A partial tilting module T P reppAq is a tilting module if and only if |T | “ |A|.
A pair pT, P q is a support tilting pair for A, if the following hold:
(i) T P reppAq is a basic partial tilting module;
(ii) P P reppAq is a basic projective module with HomApP, T q “ 0;
(iii) |T | ` |P | “ |A|.
An A-module M P reppAq is τ -rigid, if HomApM, τpMqq “ 0. Here τ denotes the
Auslander-Reiten translation for A. A pair pT, P q is a support τ -tilting pair for A,
if the following hold:
(i) T P reppAq is a basic τ -rigid module;
(ii) P P reppAq is a basic projective module with HomApP, T q “ 0;
(iii) |T | ` |P | “ |A|.
Remark 6.1. Let M P reppAq be τ -rigid. By the Auslander-Reiten formula we
have Ext1ApM,V q “ 0 for all V P facpMq. Thus τ -rigid modules are in particular
rigid. Conversely, a partial tilting module M P reppAq is τ -rigid, since by definition
proj. dimpMq ď 1 and Ext1ApM,Mq “ 0.
6.2. Tilting modules for H. The following lemma is due to Demonet [D18]. We
thank him for his permission to include his lemma and his proof into this article.
Lemma 6.2 (Demonet). Each τ -rigid H-module is locally free, and thus a partial
tilting module.
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Proof. Let X P reppHq be not locally free. By Remark 6.1 it is sufficient to find a
quotient Z of X and a non-split exact sequence 0Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ X Ñ 0. To this end
let
m :“ maxti P I | Xi not free as an Hi-moduleu,
and consider Sm as the simple Hm-module. Choose p P HomHmpXm, Smqzt0u and
define Z “ ppZiqiPI , pZijqpi,jqPΩq by
Zi :“
$’&’%
Xi if i ą m,
Sm if i “ m,
0 otherwise;
Zij :“
$’&’%
Xij if i ą m,
p ˝Xmj if i “ m,
0 otherwise.
Thus, Z is a quotient of X since we assume that pi, jq P Ω implies i ă j.
Since Xm is not a free Hm-module, we can find a non-split short exact sequence
0Ñ Sm αÝÑ X 1m βÝÑ Xm Ñ 0
of Hm-modules. For pm, iq P Ω, by our assumption mHibHi Xi is a free Hm-module
and we can find a lift
mHi bXi
X1mi
yyt
t
t
t
t
Xmi

0 // Sm
α // X 1m
β // Xm // 0.
Now we can define the module Y P reppHq by
Yi :“
#
X 1m if i “ m,
Xi ‘ Zi otherwise;
Yij :“
$’’&’’%
”
Xij 0
0 Zij
ı
if m R ti, ju,
rX1mj , α˝Zmj s if i “ m,”
Xim˝p1iHmbβq
0
ı
if j “ m.
We get for all i P I a short exact sequence of Hi-modules
0Ñ Zi fiÝÑ Yi giÝÑ Xi Ñ 0
where
fi “
$’&’%
“
0
1Zi
‰
if i ą m,
α if i “ m,
0 otherwise;
gi “
$’&’%
r 1Xi , 0 s if i ą m,
β if i “ m,
1Xi otherwise.
Note, that for i “ m this sequence of Hm-modules does not split by construction.
It is a straightforward exercise to show that
f :“ pfiqiPI P HomHpZ, Y q and g :“ pgiqiPI P HomHpY,Xq.
It follows that
0Ñ Z fÝÑ Y gÝÑ X Ñ 0
is the requested non-split short exact sequence of H-modules. 
Corollary 6.3. For T P reppHq the following are equivalent:
(a) T is a partial tilting module;
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(b) T is rigid and locally free;
(c) T is τ -rigid.
Proof. Combine Remark 6.1, Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 3.2. 
It remains an open problem if all rigid H-modules are locally free.
We denote by T pHq the exchange graph of support tilting pairs for H . Its vertices
are the isoclasses of support tilting pairs pT, P q. Two different vertices pT, P q and
pT 1, P 1q are joined by an edge if and only if the basic H-modules T ‘P and T 1‘P 1
have (up to isomorphism) exactly n´ 1 common indecomposable direct summands.
(We refer to [AIR14, Section 2.3] for a more detailed explanation.)
Proposition 6.4. The exchange graph T pHq of H is n-regular.
Proof. By [AIR14, Theorem 2.18] the exchange graph of support τ -tilting pairs forH
is n-regular. (This holds in fact for any finite-dimensional algebra with n isoclasses
of simple modules.) Now the statement follows from Corollary 6.3. 
6.3. Partial tilting modules for pH. By Remark 4.2, repp pHq has the Krull-Remak-
Schmidt property. By the same remark we can apply [CF04, Corollary 3.7.11] to
conclude that a partial tilting module T P reppHq is a tilting module if and only if
|T | “ |I|. (Note that in [CF04] tilting modules are by definition finitely presented.
Since pH is Noetherian, all finitely generated pH-modules are also finitely presented.)
Lemma 6.5. For T P repp pHq the following are equivalent:
(a) T is a partial tilting module;
(b) T is rigid and locally free.
Proof. Recall that for a partial tilting module T we have Ext1pHpT,Xq “ 0 for all
X P facpT q. Thus we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.2: If T were not
locally free, we find a factor module X of T together with a non-split exact sequence
0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ T Ñ 0, a contradiction.
Conversely, if T is locally free, we have proj. dimpT q ď 1 by Proposition 4.3(a). 
6.4. Isomorphisms of exchange graphs. In view of Section 6.3 we define a sup-
port tilting pair for pH to be a pair pT, P q, where T P replfp pHq is basic rigid, and
P P replfp pHq is basic projective such that Hom pHpP, T q “ 0 and |T | ` |P | “ |I|.
Proposition 6.6. Red induces an isomorphism
Red: T p pHq „ÝÑ T pHq
between the exchange graph of support tilting pairs for pH and the exchange graph of
support tilting pairs for H. In particular, T p pHq is an |I|-regular graph.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.5 the T P replfp pHq which are rigid are precisely the partial
tilting modules for pH. For such T also RedpT q P replfpHq is a partial tilting module
for H , and |T | “ |RedpT q|. If P P replfp pHq is projective we have in particular
Ext1pHpP, T q “ 0 and thus Hom pHpP, T q “ 0 if and only if HomHpRedpP q,RedpT qq “ 0
by Lemma 5.10. We conclude, that a pair pT, P q in replfp pHq is a support tilting pair
if and only if pRedpT q,RedpP qq is a support tilting pair for H . The result follows
now from Propositions 5.11 and 5.12. 
Proposition 6.7. Loc induces an isomorphism
Loc: T p pHq „ÝÑ T p rHq
between the exchange graph of support tilting pairs for pH and the exchange graph of
support tilting pairs for rH. In particular, T p pHq is a connected, |I|-regular graph.
Proof. Arguing as in the preparation for Proposition 6.6 we conclude that Loc in-
duces an injective map of graphs from T p pHq to T p rHq.
Now, as a consequence of [Hu11, Theorem 19], the graph T p rHq is connected and
|I|-regular. Since T p pHq is |I|-regular by Proposition 6.6, this injection must be also
surjective. 
Corollary 6.8. The graph isomorphisms
T p pHq Loc //
Red

T p rHq
T pHq
induce bijections
ttilting pH-modulesu{–
Red

Loc // ttilting rH-modulesu{–
ttilting H-modules in replfpHqu{– .
Proof. The functors Red and Loc preserve isomorphism classes of projectives, see
Lemma 5.3. In particular, pT, 0q is a support tilting pair for pH if and only if
pRedpT q, 0q and pLocpT q, 0q are support tilting pairs for H and rH , respectively. 
Corollary 6.9. Loc induces a bijection
trigid locally free pH-modulesu{– Loc // trigid rH-modulesu{– .
This bijection and its inverse preserve indecomposability.
Proof. We know already from Proposition 5.18 that the map in the statement is
injective. Let M P repp rHq be rigid. Without loss of generality we can assume that
M is basic. Then there exists some rigid C P repp rHq such that T :“ M ‘ C is a
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basic tilting module. By Proposition 6.7 there is some some basic tilting modulepT P repp pHq with LocppT q – T . (Here we used Corollary 6.8.) Now we decomposepT “ pT1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘ pTn and T “ T1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Tn into indecomposables. Now we use Lemma 5.17
and Proposition 5.18 to see that there is a permutation σ such that LocppTiq – Tσpiq
for 1 ď i ď n. In particular, there is some rigid locally free xM P addppT q with
LocpxMq –M . This yields the desired bijection.
By Lemma 5.17, the functor Loc preserves indecomposability. Now the Krull-
Remak-Schmidt property for repp pHq and repp rHq together with the additivity of Loc
implies that the inverse of the bijection also preserves indecomposability. 
Combining Proposition 5.12 and Corollary 6.9 finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.2
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2(a). Let rH :“ rHKpC,D,Ωq. Recall, that by the results
of Crawley-Boevey [CB93] and Ringel [Rin94] we have a bijection
tindecomposable rigid rH-modulesu{– Ñ ∆rSpC,Ωq
M ÞÑ dimpMq “ pdimFppǫiqqMiqiPI .
In particular, if M P repp rHq is indecomposable rigid, then
xdimpMq, dimpMqy “ ci
for some i P I. Moreover, in this case End rHpMq – Fppǫiqq.
Now, ifM P replfpHq is indecomposable rigid, by Proposition 5.12 there exists an,
up to isomorphism unique, indecomposable rigid xM P replfp pHq with RedpxMq –M ,
and we know that rank pHpxMq “ rankHpMq. By Corollary 5.14 and Lemma 5.17
also LocpxMq P repp rHq is indecomposable rigid, and we know that rank pHpxMq “
dimpLocpxMqq. Thus rankHpMq P ∆rSpC,Ωq.
Conversely, if α P ∆rSpC,Ωq there exists a, up to isomorphism unique, indecom-
posable rigid representation N P repp rHq with dim rHpNq “ α. By Lemma 5.17 and
Corollary 6.9 there is an indecomposable rigid pN P replfp pHq with Locp pNq – N . We
know that rank pHp pNq “ dim rHpNq. Now, Redp pNq P replfpHq is indecomposable rigid
by Lemma 5.9. We obtain
rankHpRedp pNqq “ rank pHp pNq “ α.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2(a).
7.2. Bongartz complement for hereditary algebras. For the proof of Theo-
rem 1.2(b), we need the following result about hereditary algebras, which should be
well known.
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Lemma 7.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional hereditary F-algebra, and let T P reppAq
be indecomposable rigid and non-projective. Then there exists X P reppAq such that
T ‘X is a tilting module and HomApT,Xq “ 0.
Proof. By [Rin94], B :“ EndApT q is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a
simple A-module. In particular, B is a division algebra. Let s be the dimension of
the (right) B-vector space Ext1ApT,Aq, and let η1, . . . , ηs be a B-basis of Ext1ApT,Aq.
Following the proof of [B81, Lemma 2.1] let
0Ñ AÑ X Ñ T s Ñ 0
be the short exact sequence whose pullback under the ith inclusion T Ñ T s is ηi for
1 ď i ď s. Applying HomApT,´q yields an exact sequence
0Ñ HomApT,Aq Ñ HomApT,Xq Ñ HomApT, T sq
δÝÑ Ext1ApT,Aq Ñ Ext1ApT,Xq Ñ 0
of B-linear maps, where the connecting homomorphism δ is surjective by construc-
tion. Since T is a brick, δ is for dimension reasons an isomorphism. Thus
HomApT,Aq – HomApT,Xq and Ext1ApT,Xq “ 0.
It is easy to see that also Ext1ApX,Xq “ 0 “ Ext1ApX, T q. Thus T ‘ X is by
definiton a tilting module. Finally, since A is hereditary and T is indecomposable
and non-projective, we have HomApT,Aq “ 0. 
7.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2(b). We begin with the following key result, which is
interesting on its own right.
Proposition 7.2. Let M P replfp pHq be indecomposable rigid. Then
(a) xrank pHpMq, rank pHpMqy “ ci for some i P I.
(b) End pHpMq – Frrηss as an R-algebra, where η is a variable.
(c) M is free as an End pHpMq-module.
Proof. Recall that LocpMq P repp rHq is indecomposable rigid by Lemma 5.17 and
Proposition 5.18. Thus rank pHpMq “ dim rHpLocpMqq is a real Schur root. This
shows (a).
In order to show (b) let us consider first the case when M “ pHei is an indecom-
posable projective pH-module. In this case, we have
End pHp pHeiq – ei pHei – Frrǫiss.
Next, let M be non-projective. As a consequence of Corollary 6.9, LocpMq P
repp rHq is indecomposable rigid and non-projective. Let N P replfp pHq be rigid such
that LocpNq is the Bongartz complement of LocpMq. In particular, M ‘ N is a
tilting pH-module. (Here we used Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 6.9.) By Lemma 7.1
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we have Hom rHpLocpMq,LocpNqq “ 0. Since Loc is faithful by Corollary 5.15, this
implies Hom pHpM,Nq “ 0. We conclude that
gl. dimpEnd pHpMqq ď gl. dimpEnd pHpM ‘Nqq ď gl. dimp pHq ` 1 ď 3.
Here the first inequality holds because Hom pHpM,Nq “ 0. The second inequality
holds by [CF04, Proposition 3.6.1], since M ‘N P replfp pHq is a tilting module. The
last inequality holds by Proposition 4.3(c).
On the other hand, E :“ End pHpMq is a local R-algebra, which is free of rank ci
as an R-module, see Lemma 4.6. By Lemma 5.13 we have
Eǫ – K bR E – End rHpLocpMqq – Fppǫiqq
with ci “ xrank pHpMq, rank pHpMqy. In particular, E is a commutative integral do-
main. Thus E is a commutative complete local R-algebra of Krull dimension 1 with
maximal ideal m. Since E{pǫEq is a finite-dimensional local F-algebra, we conclude
that the residue field
G :“ E{m
is a finite extension of F, say of degree rG : Fs “ d. Since moreover E has finite
global dimension, we conclude that E is regular. Thus there is an isomorphism
φ : E Ñ Grrηss
of F-algebras , where η is a variable, see for example [Eis95, Theorem 19.12, Propo-
sition 10.16].
Claim 1: G “ F.
Proof: Let ι : RÑ E be the obvious embedding. This turns E into an R-algebra.
The composition
R
ιÝÑ E φÝÑ Grrηss
is F-linear, and it gives an embedding of R into Grrηss. In this way Grrηss can be
seen as an R-algebra, and φ becomes an R-algebra isomorphism.
By abuse of notation we write ǫ for ιpǫq and for pφ ˝ ιqpǫq. Since ǫ is not invertible
in Grrηss, we have
ǫ P ηGrrηss.
It follows that
Grrηssǫ “ Grrηssη “ Gppηqq.
In particular, we have an F-algebra isomorphism
Fppǫiqq Ñ Gppηqq.
Now let α P GzF, and let p P FrXs be the minimum polynomial of α over F. Then
p is reducible in GrXs and therefore also reducible in GppǫqqrXs.
Claim 2: p is irreducible in FppǫiqqrXs.
Proof: Let
evα : FppǫiqqrXs Ñ Fpαqppǫiqq
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be the Fppǫiqq-algebra homomorphism, which is defined by X ÞÑ α. Let m :“ degppq.
Then Fppǫiqq Ă Fpαqppǫiqq is a field extension of degree m. Furthermore ppq Ď
Kerpevαq. Since evα is surjective, we get ppq “ Kerpevαq for dimension reasons.
Thus p must be irreducible in FppǫiqqrXs. This proves Claim 2.
We established that p is irreducible over Fppǫiqq and reducible over Gppηqq. This is
clearly a contradiction to the existence of the F-algebra isomorphism
Fppǫiqq Ñ Gppηqq.
It follows that F “ G, which finally proves our Claim 1.
Thus we know that φ is after all an R-algebra isomorphism
φ : E Ñ Frrηss.
This finishes the proof of (b).
To show (c), we use that E is a principal ideal domain, which was established
in (b). We also know that M is free and finitely generated as an R-module. Now,
suppose that M is not free as an E-module, then
EM “ EM 1 ‘ EM2
with M 1 free and M2 ‰ 0 of finite length. By restricting the action of E to R, the
above decomposition yields a direct sum decomposition
RM “ RM 1 ‘ RM2
with RM
2 non-zero and of finite length. This contradiction shows (c). 
Corollary 7.3. Let M P replfpHq be indecomposable rigid. Then
(a) EndHpMq – Frεis{pεcii q with ci “ xrankHpMq, rankHpMqy.
(b) M is free as an EndHpMq-module.
Proof. (a): By Proposition 5.12 there is some indecomposable rigid pH-module xM P
replfp pHq with
RedpxMq –M.
Let pE :“ End pHpxMq. By Lemma 4.6, pE is free as an R-module. It follows from Lem-
mas 5.9 and 5.10 that the rank of this free R-module is ci “ xrank pHpxMq, rank pHpxMqy.
This implies
dimF pE{pǫ pEq “ ci.
Since pE is isomorphic to a power series algebra by Proposition 7.2(b), this impliespE{pǫ pEq – Frεis{pεcii q.
Set E :“ EndHpMq. By Corollary 5.7 there is an isomorphism
E – pE{pǫ pEq.
This finishes the proof of (a).
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(b): Since xM is free as an pE-module by Proposition 7.2(c), we get that M –xM{pǫxM q is free as a module over E – pE{pǫ pEq. 
Clearly, Corollary 7.3 implies Theorem 1.2(b).
7.4. Proof of Theorem 1.2(c). Let M P replfpHq be indecomposable rigid, and
let E :“ EndHpMq. By Corollary 7.3(a) we have
E – Frǫs{pǫciq
where ci “ xrankHpMq, rankHpMqy. Furthermore, by Corollary 7.3(b) M is free
as an E-module. This implies that the jth component dj of the dimension vector
dimpM{ radEpMqq is related to the jth component rj of the rank vector rankHpMq
by
dj “ cj
ci
rj.
We know that
β :“
ÿ
j
rjαj P ∆rSpC,Ωq.
Let rβ and rαj denote the dual roots for pCT ,Ωq, as in Section 2. We have
rβ “ cβxβ, βy “ cβci ,
and similarly
rαj “ cαj
cj
,
hence ÿ
j
djrαj “ÿ
j
cj
ci
rj
cαj
cj
“ c
ci
ÿ
j
rjαj “ rβ.
Therefore dimpM{ radEpMqq is the dual of the Schur root rankHpMq expressed in
the basis prαjq.
By Demonet’s Lemma 6.2 the τ -rigid H-modules are precisely the rigid locally
free H-modules. As a consequence, by the DIJ-correspondence [DIJ17, Theorem 4.1]
tindec. τ -rigids in reppHqu{– ÝÑ tleft finite bricks in reppHqu{–
M ÞÑM{ radEpMq
the H-module M{ radEpMq is a left finite brick, and all left finite bricks are of
this form. For the definition of a left finite brick we refer to [As18, Section 1].
Note that M{ radEpMq is in general not locally free. This concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.2(c).
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8. Examples
8.1. Type B3. The following example is discussed in [GLS17, Section 13.7]. Let
C “
¨˝
2 ´1 0
´1 2 ´1
0 ´2 2
‚˛
be a Cartan matrix of type B3 with symmetrizer D “ diagp2, 2, 1q and orientation
Ω “ tp1, 2q, p2, 3qu. The algebra H “ HFpC,D,Ωq is then given by the quiver
1
ε1

2
α12
oo
ε2

3
α23
oo
with relations ε2
1
“ ε2
2
“ 0 and ε1α12 “ α12ε2. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of H is
shown in Figure 1. As vertices we have the graded dimension vectors (arising from
the obvious Z-covering ofH) of the indecomposable H-modules. (The three modules
on the leftmost column have to be identified with the corresponding three modules
on the rightmost column.) The indecomposable rigid locally free H-modules are
framed. The corresponding left finite bricks are colored in blue. Thus the real Schur
roots in ∆rSpC,Ωq are
p1, 1, 1q, p0, 1, 1q, p0, 0, 1q,
p1, 1, 0q, p1, 2, 2q, p0, 1, 2q,
p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p1, 1, 2q,
and the corresponding real Schur roots in ∆rSpCT ,Ωq are
p2, 2, 1q, p0, 2, 1q, p0, 0, 1q,
p1, 1, 0q, p1, 2, 1q, p0, 1, 1q,
p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p1, 1, 1q.
3
2
C
H
R
IS
T
O
F
G
E
IS
S
,
B
E
R
N
A
R
D
L
E
C
L
E
R
C
,
A
N
D
J
A
N
S
C
H
R
O¨
E
R
´
1 1 1
1 1 0
0 0 0
¯
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
´
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 0
¯
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
¯
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
´
1 1 1
1 2 1
0 1 0
¯
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 1
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
##●
●●
●●
●●
´
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
¯
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
´
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<①①①①①① ´
1 1 0
1 2 1
0 1 0
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<①①①①①① ´
1 1 1
1 2 1
0 1 1
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
;;①①①①①① ´
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
´
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
¯
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
ˆ
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
˙
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
2 2 1
0 1 1
¯
<<③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 2 1
0 1 0
¯
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<③③③③③③③
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
1 2 1
0 1 1
¯
<<③③③③③③③
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 1
1 2 1
0 0 0
¯
<<②②②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
¯
<<②②②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
2 2 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
2 3 1
0 2 1
¯
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<③③③③③③③
✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
´
1 0 0
2 3 2
0 2 1
¯
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<③③③③③③③
✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 2 1
0 1 1
¯
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
<<③③③③③③③
✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
✷✷
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
1 2 1
0 0 0
¯
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
<<②②②②②②②
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
2 2 1
1 2 1
0 0 0
¯
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
<<②②②②②②②
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
2 2 1
0 2 1
0 0 0
˙
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
<<②②②②②
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
2 3 1
0 2 1
0 0 0
˙
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
1 2 1
0 1 0
¯
<<③③③③③③③
❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
¯
<<③③③③③③③
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
¯
<<③③③③③③③
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
¯
<<②②②②②②②
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
¯
<<②②②②②②
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 2 1
0 2 1
¯
EE☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
1 2 1
0 1 1
¯
EE☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
¯
EE☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
¯
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
2 2 1
1 2 1
0 0 0
˙
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
0 0 0
1 2 1
0 2 1
0 0 0
˙
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 0
¯
<<③③③③③③③ ´
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 1
¯
<<③③③③③③③
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
¯
<<③③③③③③③
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
´
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
¯
<<②②②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
0 0 0
1 2 1
1 2 1
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 0
˙
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②② ˆ
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
ˆ
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
˙
<<②②②②②
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
Figure 1. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of HFpC,D,Ωq of type B3 with D minimal.
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8.2. Type rC2. Let
C “
¨˝
2 ´1 0
´2 2 ´2
0 ´1 2
‚˛
be a Cartan matrix of type rC2 with symmetrizer D “ diagp2, 1, 2q and orientation
Ω “ tp1, 2q, p2, 3qu. The algebra H “ HFpC,D,Ωq is then given by the quiver
1
ε1

2
α12
oo 3
α23
oo
ε3

with relations ε21 “ ε23 “ 0. Thus H is a representation-infinite gentle algebra. Thus
H is a string algebra in the sense of [BR87]. For each string C let MpCq be the
corresponding string module, see [BR87] for detailed definitions. For i “ 1, 2, 3 let
1i be the string of length 0 associated with i. (Then Mp1iq is the simple H-module
Si.)
Let P piq (resp. Ipiq) be the indecomposable projective (resp. injective) H-
modules associated to the vertex i P t1, 2, 3u. Up to isomorphism, we have then
P p1q “Mpp1q, P p2q “Mpp2q, P p3q “Mpp3q,
Ip1q “Mpq1q, Ip2q “Mpq2q, Ip3q “Mpq3q,
where
p1 :“ ε1, p2 :“ ε1α12, p3 :“ ε1α12α23ε3α´123 α´112 ε´11 ,
q1 :“ ε´13 α´123 α´112 ε1α12α23ε3, q2 “ α23ε3, q3 “ ε3.
We get
rankHpP p1qq “ p1, 0, 0q, rankHpP p2qq “ p1, 1, 0q, rankHpP p3qq “ p2, 2, 1q,
rankHpIp1qq “ p1, 2, 2q, rankHpIp2qq “ p0, 1, 1q, rankHpIp3qq “ p0, 0, 1q.
Now let
h1 :“ α12, h2 :“ α23ε´13 α´123 α´112 ε´11 ,
c2 :“ α´112 ε1α12α23ε3, c3 :“ α´123 .
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Then h1 and h2 are hooks and c2 and c3 are cohooks in the sense of [BR87]. By
[BR87] we have
τ´2npP p2qq “Mpph1h2q´np2ph2h1qnq,
τ´2n´1pP p2qq “Mph´1
1
ph1h2q´np2ph2h1qnh2q,
τ´2npP piqq “Mpph1h2q´npiph1h2qnq,
τ´2n´1pP piqq “Mph´11 ph1h2q´npiph1h2qnh1q,
τ 2npIp2qq “Mppc2c3q´nq2pc3c2qnq,
τ 2n`1pIp2qq “Mpc´12 pc2c3q´nq2pc3c2qnc3q,
τ 2npIpiqq “Mppc3c2q´nqipc3c2qnq,
τ 2n`1pIpiqq “Mpc´1
3
pc3c2q´nqipc3c2qnc3q
for i “ 1, 3 and n ě 0. Furthermore, set
R1 :“Mp12q, R2 :“Mpε1α12α23ε3q.
The modules τ´npP piqq and τnpIpiqq for i P t1, 2, 3u and n ě 0 are the preprojective
resp. preinjective H-modules as defined in [GLS17, Section 1.5]. The modules R1
and R2 form the bottom of a tube of rank 2 in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of H .
Ricke [R16] showed that the modules τnpIpiqq and τ´npP piqq with i P t1, 2, 3u and
n ě 0 together with R1 and R2 form a complete set of representatives of isoclasses
of indecomposable rigid H-modules, and that all of these are locally free.
Define
p1
1
:“ 11, p13 :“ α´123 α´112 ε´11 ,
q1
1
:“ α12α23ε3, q13 :“ 13.
Under the DIJ-correspondence [DIJ17, Theorem 4.1] we get
τ´npP p2qq ÞÑ τ´npP p2qq,
τ´2npP piqq ÞÑ Mpp1iph1h2qnq,
τ´2n´1pP piqq ÞÑ Mpp1iph1h2qnh1q,
τnpIp2qq ÞÑ τnpIp2qq,
τ 2npIpiqq ÞÑ Mpq1ipc3c2qnq,
τ 2n`1pIpiqq ÞÑ Mpq1ipc3c2qnc3q,
R1 ÞÑ R1,
R2 ÞÑ R2
for i “ 1, 3 and n ě 0.
Now it is easy to compute the rank vectors of the indecomposable τ -rigids and
the corresponding dimension vectors of the left finite bricks. For example, for n ě 0
we have
αpnq :“ rankHpτ´2n´1pP p3qqq “ p2, 2, 1q ` np2, 4, 2q ` p0, 2, 0q.
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For the corresponding left finite bricks we get the expected dimension vectorĆαpnq “ p2, 1, 1q ` np2, 2, 2q ` p0, 1, 0q.
(We know from [GLS17] that
xrankHpτ´npP piqqq, rankHpτ´npP piqqqy “ xrankHpτnpIpiqqq, rankHpτnpIpiqqqy “ ci
for all i P t1, 2, 3u and n ě 0. This makes it easy to calculate Ćαpnq.)
Note that there is a P1pFq-parameter family of bricks in reppHq which are not left
finite. This phenomenon occurs for example also for the Kronecker quiver.
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